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Green bubble tip anemone turning brown

09/13/2011, 03:18 AM #1 Registered Member Join Date: June 2010 Post: 13 My Anemone Has Turned Brown? Does anyone know what will cause my anemone to turn brown? It happened after the second week I got it and had it for months. It used to be white-ish green and would glow really bright with actudic lights,
now it's transformed by this dull brown color and doesn't glow at all. Is there any way to get him back to normal? On 09/13/2011, 07:03 AM #2 Registered Member Join Date: April 2011 Posts: 187 Whitish Green? May it have been bleached? Photographing it when you've got it can help. Also, what light, water quality, etc.
would come to my mind. 09/13/2011, 10:11 am #3 S.T.A.R.S VICE P Registration: October 2007 Location: Las Cruces, NM Notice: 1398 Can you post what lighting you have and your pram? Also, have you fed it as well? Thanks Steffen Sparks 09/13/2011, 04:28 PM #4 Registered Member Join Date: June 2010 Post:
13 I don't have a picture of it before all I have is this video. My lighting is a 3- 150w MetalLic Halide 15k lamp. 4 - 96W power compact actinic. We also provide the number of people who are staying for the hire 09/13/2011, 09:44 PM #5 Member registration Registration: August 2011 Location: El paso, TX. Post: 132 This
happened to my seabae anemone two years ago. when I bought it was actually painted pink, I think for sale purposes, but beauty and elegance cough up my eye. color pink dissapeared whithin for a week and then it turn offwhite, but then a few months later it has turned brown to this day under 250w of MH. I've done
some research and it continuously happens when they're under too much light intensity, so the pigmentation cells in the tissue change color accordingly. if your anemone is under high-intensity light or high, maybe it's just adding to the neighborhood. as long as it looks healthy and wide open, should not be a problem.
Home Forums &gt; Most Popular &gt; Aquarium Discussions &gt; (You must log in or register to respond here.) Home Forums &gt; Most Popular &gt; Aquarium Discussions &gt; We have Condylactis and bubble tip anemone. When we got it, Condie was an opaque white with purple tips. Right now it's brown and doesn't
seem to react to our touch anymore - but still eats. The tip of the bubble was bright green and now turns into a vile brown. It has decreased by about 50% of the time. But when it's extended, it doesn't look very impressive. He also eded. We have the appropriate lighting. We feed them shrimp once a week and supplement
the water with phytoplankton and biosym, and have just begun to supplement with iodine and calcium in Our water quality is excellent. What can and do you can do? For a white condi turning brown, that's a good thing. Means its symbiotic algae grow back up. Does he still have purple tips? On green BTA I I The room
was quite big and comfortable. I think we need a PD here to help PDQ. How long will it turn brown? I'm glad to hear it's a good thing, but I have to be honest and say I miss the pearly white. Ha! Yes, he still has his advice. What is PD, and what is PDQ...? I'm sorry, I'm so new here. They will turn brown when they restore
their algae zoants. That's a good thing. Avoid white anemones as they are whitened. Your anemones are perfectly healthy - and in fact, if you have the right lighting, you can cut back on feeding. My BTA's leg is tanned and the atenticles are almost brown. It should stay brown from this point forward unless it becomes
unhealthy again. Hee Hee, sorry PD is a member on perfect dark boards. He goes to the guy for anemoni problems. PDQ pretty fast. Oh, okay - I had no idea. I thought that because they've been changing colors since we got them, something's wrong... There's no problem with BTA getting all shriveled up all the time?
Condy does this when it's digested, but the BTA seems to do it very often. Originally posted by Nuz http:///forum/post/2544876, ok - I had no idea. I thought that because they've been changing colors since we got them, something's wrong... There's no problem with BTA getting all shriveled up all the time? Condy does
this when it's digested, but the BTA seems to do it very often. Re-entering zooxanthellae appears to have contributed to good lighting and extra feeding, (that's a good thing). Gushing about how quickly things turned for you, I'm speculating, but your more feeding is now. Anemones, as already stated, if in the right
environment do not need to be fed, and can actually be stressing over it. Brown their normal color, the green bta is usually only green when floury. Its main color is carmel brown, hints of shades of green visible throughout. When it bleaches pigments never go away, so green looks more vivid, so the company whitens its
anems deliberately. If you are not testing for calcium and iodine STOP DOSAGE!!!! Especially iodine, it can be deadly for inverts. And I don't believe there's an iodine test, so I assume it was some kind of LFS advice. No more phyto dosage, it doesn't befit much in your tank. While the list of other residents will make me
positive from this statement I took an educated guess. And at the moment stop point feeding. You say your water is good, it would be benific for us to place specific readings on pH, alk, nitrates, nitrites, salinity and tempo. It's also more about your tank, and what type of lighting you have. by the way, I don't require you to
do those things that I listed just strongly suggested... Success. No problem! I understand that there are so many factors, it would only be specific test readings. I'll have to go get a get later today (I'm at work now). From memory, pH, alkaline, ammonia, etc... everything is in the ideal range (judging by the graphs provided
with the test kit). Salinity is usually about 1.022-1.023. Temperatures around 78-79F this morning. Iodine has been recommended by several friends who use it to supplement their tanks. In fact, no LFS ever mentioned it to us. Phytoplankton for our corals such as pulsating xenia and polyps. Originally Posted by Nuz
http:///forum/post/2544909 No Problem! I understand that there are so many factors, it would only reasonably list specific test readings. I'll have to go get those later today (I'm at work now). From memory, pH, alkaline, ammonia, etc... everything is in the ideal range (judging by the graphs provided with the test kit).
Salinity is usually about 1.022-1.023. Temperatures around 78-79F this morning. Iodine has been recommended by several friends who use it to supplement their tanks. In fact, no LFS ever mentioned it to us. Phytoplankton for our corals such as pulsating xenia and polyps. If you use test strips, I would recommend
getting some good quality liquid test kits. They give much better results and can show something you don't know about. Your salinity is low, 1,024 to 1,026 or 7 is the best range for purpose. It would also be advisable to get or at least borrow at the moment a refracometer to measure your salinity. If you're already great.
Do you have a 23 gal tank? How often does your water change? They should be around 10 to 15% every week. It will also replace every trace element that will use your tank. I highly recommend that you stop dosing your iodine, and find out exactly what your calcium levels are. FWIW, your corals don't benefit that much
from phyto, depending on what types of polyps you can feed zi plankton, cyclops and large palys can even take over muse. You can do phyto now and then, but IMO it doesn't have to be a weekly thing. We're going to invest in a master test kit soon. We have a liquid test kit for ammonia. Scanning through posts - I've
already come to the conclusion that our salinity is a bit low, so we'll fix it. The tank has been cycling for about 4 months (2 of the critters in it) and we made one water change of 10%. We planned to do this every 3-4 weeks if necessary. If our water quality is still good, then we miss the change - why change the water if
the quality is still good? I don't want to remove any beneficial bacteria that we created! We'll stop dosing iodine until we find a test for it. And yes, we still have to find a calcium test as well. We have a hydrometer to measure salinity. Polyps are doing very well on IMO's phytoplankton, after just a few weeks in they have
already started beginners and spread. Originally Posted by Nuz http:///forum/post/2544931 We're Going to Invest in a Kit Kit Test Master We have a liquid test kit for ammonia. Scanning through posts - I've already come to the conclusion that our salinity is a bit low, so we'll fix it. The tank has been cycling for about 4
months (2 of the critters in it) and we made one water change of 10%. We planned to do this every 3-4 weeks if necessary. If our water quality is still good, then we miss the change - why change the water if the quality is still good? I don't want to remove any beneficial bacteria that we created! We'll stop dosing iodine
until we find a test for it. And yes, we still have to find a calcium test as well. We have a hydrometer to measure salinity. Polyps do very well on IMO phytoplankton, after just a few weeks in the tank they have already started novices and spread. It's ok to explain, first, about changing the water, just because your
underwear doesn't look dirty doesn't mean they're not. In a small aquarium, weekly water changes are a must. Water quality problems, although it may look good, in small systems go badly very quickly. FYI you can take 75% water and replace it with a new SW and not remove 10% of the benific bacteria in your tank.
While some are floating around your water pole, most are contained in your LR, sand bed and filter carriers. Looking at the SW tank as a self-sufficient biotope where many bugs are made. We have to look at them as the ground fills up and we try to prevent waste from getting to toxic levels. Most of all soft corals,
mushrooms, polyps of all types of propogate are very fast, and this is facilitated by your trace elements in your tank. However, the dosage of phyto is not going to harm them, the only thing it can do is promote poor water quality. Finally what I didn't touch about your anemones. You have 2 anemones in a small tank. Both
are different species, both will never or never see or meet each other in the wild. While this is done, it is not recommended to have more than one in such a small space, even for one your tank is small and eventually it will grow it. Having said that, anemones can feel each other's presence in tanks. It can lead to 2 things
or they stay passive and things are going well or they are looking for each other and fighting it. The only thing we can't be sure of and seems to follow matters with them is they are capable of chemical warfare. By releaseing toxins, we cannot check to harm each other. They can also release their stinging cells, in the
hope of harming another occupant. Another idea to throw out there.. if things don't improve. Running carbon can help. Thank you for all the information. So you don't think weekly water changes will harm the stability of our tank? I'm mostly concerned about environmental change much that it will shock them. Every week
seems a bit great to me (in all honesty), all we know has recommended, as I've been for 3-4 weeks, it involves friends and LFS, yes... I believe that BTA Pacific and Condie Atlantic ...? May have gotten two mixed up. They had been in the tank together for weeks and even planted next to each other. They actually touch
often. My boyfriend went and got a BTA and he was bigger than I thought it would be... so there was a bit of tension out there, especially when they moved closer together. But so far they seem very peaceful. We just make sure to feed Condie first, because when we fed the BTA once, we noticed a condy reaching for a
piece of shrimp at the BTA. However, I probably won't even feed the shrimp anymore based on the advice of everyone here. Originally posted by Nuz http:///forum/post/2544969 Thanks for all the information. So you don't think weekly water changes will damage the stability of our reservoir? I'm mostly concerned about
changing their environment so much that it will shock them. Every week seems a bit great to me (in all honesty), all we know has recommended, as I've been for 3-4 weeks, it involves friends and LFS, yes... I believe that BTA Pacific and Condie Atlantic ...? May have gotten two mixed up. They had been in the tank
together for weeks and even planted next to each other. They actually touch often. My boyfriend went and got a BTA and he was bigger than I thought it would be... so there was a bit of tension out there, especially when they moved closer together. But so far they seem very peaceful. We just make sure to feed Condie
first, because when we fed the BTA once, we noticed a condy reaching for a piece of shrimp at the BTA. However, I probably won't even feed the shrimp anymore based on the advice of everyone here. No search here, 99% of nanocyster owners themselves included making weekly water changes, it's a must. Your fish
gets used to you, your sound, your voice and your presence in the tank. My cleaner shrimp jumps on my arm every time I get it into my tank and it cleans my fingers. My clown fish litters floating in my palm. More aggressive species may actually nip on you. The size of the tank and bioloading has everything to do with
the main schedule, the larger the tank, the less often the main one. Especially fish, especially the main dance. As for your anemones, you won't notice that something happens between them, if they fight, its not violent, its not fast, it just happens. And basically it looks like they're just sninging in the water. But observation
is key, sighing stress, staying deflated for longer periods of time, a small reduced view. It's all a sigh of stress from what Anemone doesn't like. Conde is much more animal animal its stings are also more powerful. His likley they will kill BTA on time, especially if they are already touched. If they came close to each other, I
can assure you that it wasn't to embrace... keep an eye on them. Success. It's very interesting - as I mentioned earlier, the BTA seems to be shaking very often!!! Our BTA was much more expensive than condy... I should consider removing condy ??? Originally posted by Nuz http:///forum/post/2544984 It's very
interesting – as I mentioned earlier, the BTA seems to shriveling up very often!!! Our BTA was much more expensive than condy... I should consider removing condy ??? If you ask me my opinion? YES 100% I would get rid of condy, they have a lot more tithes they are more aggressive and their bite is much worse than
the BTA. Again JMO ... and I owned both. I agree with the dark 100% on this. That's what I'll do then because my boyfriend will kill me if my $6 condy kills his BTA. Would it hurt him to rip him off a cliff? Can I at least save him and find a new home for him? Thank you for participating here PD. You are an anemoon man! I
wouldn't definitely throw it away. Either give/sell it to a friend or give it to your LFS for a loan store. Look, if you can tear your foot off the cliff w/o, tearing it up if it doesn't seem to work, try pointing it out. This will probably make anemone want to move on your own, at which point you grab it. If that doesn't work in a few
days, try the ice cube method by working a cube around his leg, making him slowly release it. Page 2 Originally posted by LexLuethar http:///forum/post/2545003 I definitely won't throw it away. Either give/sell it to a friend or give it to your LFS for a loan store. Look, if you can tear your foot off the cliff w/o, tearing it up if it
doesn't seem to work, try pointing it out. This will probably make anemone want to move on your own, at which point you grab it. If that doesn't work in a few days, try the ice cube method by working a cube around his leg, making him slowly release it. ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ What he said. You can easily break your anemone leg if
yours isn't careful. If that happens, the infection can set an inch first posted by http:///forum/post/2544997 thanks for participating here PD. You're an anemoon man! Permanent... I have my limits, I admit, without knowing the specifics about every kind of anemone there is. thank you for all the help. I'll talk about reordering it as soon as possible. Asap.
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